
Episode 1: That’s What Fiends Are For 
 

The Wardens convene inside the Manor as business continues to pick up with none but 
themselves the wiser about their battle with the Cassalanter cultists and the brutal Nelfeshnee. 
Kressando excuses himself to go find his sister, and the remaining party decide to get out in 
front of the gold issue by contacting Barnibus Blastwind. Sirhc sends him a message and he 
dispatches mild-mannered Seth Crowley who upon seeing the massive store of dragons informs 
the party that it’s his duty to notify the City Watch. Shorly after, the skies fill with Griffins and the 
Watch separate them for questioning. Getting their stories mostly straight, the Wardens are sent 
into the Manor on house arrest and after a thorough investigation by the Watch fails to discover 
the secret passage into Skull Port, the authorities take their leave. 

 
The party learn that Brix has been missing and seeing Floon and Ilian exhausted decide to 
close and rest. Four hours in, Elben and Coffee complete their trance period and head to 
Frewn’s Brews to see if Brix’s mother knows of her whereabouts. She tells them she’s not seen 
Brix since they split up after the parade and becomes upset. Shrugging off the possible 
implications, the Elvish duo return. Shortly after, the rest of the party emerges from their rooms 
and they hear some unusual sounds under the basement hatch. Sheena opens it and they’re 
attacked by a covey of vargouille. She pulls off an impressive four-kill in the battle and with help 
from the others the hideous creatures are reduced to black stains on the floor. But all agree, 
shots fired by Cassalanter. Again. 
 
Despite most of the group suffering bouts of a strange madness that began the 
day before and continue on, they decide they should pursue the matter 
downward and head into the basement. There, they’re attacked by two chasme 
but are again able to rid themselves of the fiendish vermin. Entering the tunnel 
they become acutely aware of a bizarre heat that fills their souls with dread. The 
tunnel leads them through a destroyed gate and down to the river where they 
find the skiff broken and burned. After considering stepping along the river coast to Skull Island, 
they instead return to the surface to regroup and rest once more. 
 
Four hours in, Coffee enters the tap room alone and pours himself a drink to wait out the 
remaining Wardens. Just as he begins relaxing, he hears a tapping on the window by the door 
and lets in Brix, who is covered in parade trinkets and smelling of ale. She begins a sinister 
flirtation with him and Coffee finds himself somewhat at a loss as to what to do. He decides at 



last to grab her to tie her up, but it goes horribly wrong. Possessed of supernatural strength, Brix 
flings him across the bar and into a row of glassware. Attempts to fend her off fail and she flings 
him again, waking Elben and Renear, and eventually the others who join in the fray. Coffee 

manages to stab her into a stupor allowing Elben to choke her out 
which releases the demon inside of her. When she comes to, they 
admonish her for touching the moonstone and Brix traipses sullenly 
up to Sheena’s room to sleep it off.  
 
Cleanup ensues, and as they’re attempting to figure out what to do 
about the Cassalanters assault, wondering if it might be a sign of 
some kind since they’ve been able to survive without too much 

trouble, Elben gets a message that Istrid and her crew could be coming under attack by the 
Xanathar Guild. They respond with indifference, but are reminded of their partnership and 
eventually work their way to an address where the Zhents are hiding. 
They find them in a warehouse made to look unassuming and 
unoccupied and soon after they’re attacked by a group of Xanathar 
thugs and bugbears. Istrid and crew head to the back to battle those 
breaking in from the rear, and they stay in the front to battle the others. 
Outnumbered, they suffer some foreboding early blows before Sirhc 
casts a sculpted fireball, doing severe damage to each of their 
enemies, making it easy to finish them off. Istrid returns begging them 
to revive Jeppson, and once they do discuss breaking free a key Zhent 
contact from Xanathar’s Lair. Istrid tells them that doing so would bring 
great favor from the head of the Zhents, the mighty Manshoon. If they 
can make it to him in his tower with the contact intact, he may be willing to help them with their 
Cassalanter problem. The party are all “yeah, I guess” and perhaps realizing they’re away from 
the Manor against City Watch orders, hustle back.  
 
They arrive to find Ilian scrubbing the black stains from the floor and Floon emerging from the 
hatch, bathed in demonic red light, telling them he “doesn’t feel too good”.  
 
 


